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ABSI'RACT 

The stabil ity of a galaxy against disrupt ion when it en
counters a point mass perturber has been investigated by num
erical simulations. The merging process dominates in the case 
of encounters of binaries of comparabl e mass and disruption 
is important in cases where the components have different ma
sses. The disruption of a galaxy occurs when its mean density 
is less than a critical density - the Roche density. The cha
nge in the energy falls steeply near the Roche density in the 
case of encounters in which the relative orbit of the pertur
her is circular. 

INTRODUCT ION 

Tidal interact ions bet ween galaxies result in an exchange 
and redistribution of energy mass and angular momentum. The 
survival of a test galaxy against disruption during the cour
se of an encounter with a massive perturber can generally be 
predicted by estimating the ratio 6U/ lui where U is the 
initial internai energy of the test galaxy and 6U the incre
ase in it. 1umerical simulations have shown that if W/ Iu I > 2, 
the test galaxy suffers significant disruption whereas the 
disruption is considered negligible if W/ lui < 2 (Namboodiri 
and Kochhar, 1990). lbwever 6U/ Iu I gives an estimate of the 
changes in the internal structure of a test galaxy. 

THE MODEL 

Our model consists of a test galaxy of mass M and a po
int mass perturber with mass Mt . The test galaxy is modelled 
as a spherical cluster contain1ng 250 particles subject to a 
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softened potential. The test galaxy has a radius R :t 36 where 
the units are chosen such that the gravitational constant G""l. 
One half of the mass is contained within Rh "" 6.55, 90%, with
in aoout 3Rh' and 100%, within arout 6R h . A massive perturber 
is introduced at a distance of arout 3R such that its initial 
relative orbit is circular and the orbital plane coincides 
with the X-Y plane. 

The mean density p of M within a sphere of radius R is 

M 

The Roche density PR is 

PR = 2Pl = 2[ 

p = 
(4/3 )llR3 

defined as 
Ml 

-----'""'3 ..... ], 
(4/3 )lIp 

where p = 100 is the initial distance of the perturber. We 
consider density ratios p/PR = 0.25, 0.50,1.0 and 4.0 and 

(1 ) 

(2 ) 

the corresponding models are denoted by C6, C7, C8 and C10 
respectively. In models CS and C1.Q. the evolution of the test 
galaxy has been followed for tv.o orbital per iods. The parame
ters of the encounter and the essential results are given in 
Table 1. In this table, 'a' and 'b' denote the results at the 
end of the first and second encounter respectively. The inte
gration of the orbit of each particle was performed using 
Aarseth's NOODY 2 code (see Ahmed and Cohen,1973 and Aarseth, 
1987). 

Table 1 : CoIl ision ,i:!arameters and results of encounter 

Model p/PR U1 /M lIu/lul tMIM 

C6 0.25- 41.7 11.470 1.000 
C7 0.50 20.S 1.610 0.172 
C8a 1. 00 10.4 0.553 O. C64 
C8b 4.00 10.4 0.539 0.128 
C10a 4.00 2.6 0.032 0.016 
ClOb 4.00 2.6 0.062 0.036 

NUMERICAL REruLTS 

During an encounter, orbital energy is transferred to 
the internal energy of the test galaxy. S:>me stars gain ene
rgy such that their velocity exceeds the escape velocity 
and thus leave the system. The fractional change in the in
ternal energy W/ lu I of the test galaxy and the mass loss 
bM/M are given in Table 1. The test galaxy is considered dis
rupted if the mass loss exceeds 30 - 40% (Miller, 1986) and 
t1J/ \u \ > 2. Total distruption is observed in model C6 whose 
density ratio is 1/4. The disruptive effects decrease dras-
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tically as we increase the density ratio. The disruption 
seems to be unimportant in models C7, C8 and Cl0. 

DIOCU SSION 

The fractional change in the total internal energy 
/j]1 lu I of the test galaxy is a good measure of the damage 
done to it. If NJ/ lu I > 2, the test galaxy suffers consider
able disruption whereas the disruption is considered negli
gible if mllul < 2. The fractional change in the internal 
energy is plotted as a function of the density ratio for all 
models in figure 1. It is interesting to see that f::,U/ lu I 
decreases drastically near p/PR ~ 1. Alladin et.al (1985) 

15P---~--~1~--~1--~ 

to -
AU 
iUi 

-

o 4 

Figure 1: Variation of the fractional change in energy 
tu/lul as a function of the density ratio P/PR 
for all model s. 

made analytic estimates using adiabatic approximation and 
have inferred that there oould be a sharp decrease in the 
disruption rate at Ph = PR where Ph is the mean density of 
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the test galaxy within a radius Rh, the half~ass radius. 
KUrth (1957) has shown that for the stability of a cluster, 
its mean density must be at least twice as large as that of a 
sphere of radius equal to the distance of the cluster and be
ing uniformly filled with its total mass. Our results agree 
with Kurth's estimate, The agreement of our results with that 
of Alladin et.al. is satisfactory if the full radius of the 
test galaxy is used and not the half mass radius. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have performed self-consistent numerical simulations 
to investigate the stability of a test galaxy as it encounters 
a massive perturber which moves in an initial circular orbit. 
The test galaxy suffers severe disruption if its mean density 
is less than the Roche density and the disruption is observed 
to be insignificant if p. > PR' Further there is a sharp decr
ease in change in the energy of the test galaxy near p. % PR. 
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